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Abridged interview with Wayne Pearson: 19/04/06 
Subject: Australian kiln glass with specific reference to ‘style’ and glass artists 
Deb Cocks, Warren Langley, Jessica Loughlin and Richard Whiteley  
  

 
I’ve worked in galleries in media other than glass, so I tend to have a very broad 
way of selection that goes across all mediums, and then there’s some selection 
criteria more specific to glass. I’ll mention the ones that are broad first.  
 
I always ask for a portfolio of work, whether that is on disk, or on slide, or 
photographs and a CV. Any information about your work, or you, or any 
statements you’ve written about your work. I look for artists that have been 
working for two to three years.  
 
If a student with degree has a wonderful body of work from their degree show, I 
look at their work on its merits and I ask them what their next step is going to be – 
in six months to two years – what their process is going to be; in setting up a 
studio, making/working, exhibitions, what their plans are. I tend not to take an 
artist on unless they have been working for a year or two after degree or 
whatever, unless they have been working for a period of time. 
 
That educational process isn’t necessary, but I need to see that that commitment 
is there, that they are going to continue to produce work because the galleries I’ve 
worked in are predominately ‘representational’ galleries. 
  
When we take an artist on, it’s different to some of the galleries that might be 
more retail based. They’ll have other priorities. Being representational, we need to 
make sure we take on an artist that is going to continue to make quality work, is 
committed to that process, will be committed to us and has professionalism. We 
need to know that that artist-gallery relationship is going to be secure. That it is 
going to develop, but predominantly, we need to make sure they are going to 
develop their work and are committed to their work.  

Once that’s established, I often like people to come back to me six months down 
the track and say, ”I have developed the work” or “I’ve got a new body of work”, or 
“I’m planning for an exhibition in two years” - then I consider them. 

In the case of Sabbia, I have relationships with a lot of people who have ten, or 
twenty years experience behind them – obviously that’s not an issue anymore. 
But I still look for development in their work. I’m not interested in artists that are 
stagnant. I’m interested in artists that have plans for a year down the track, or two 
years down the track and that work is going to develop. That’s the only way you 
can keep client’s interest going. 

Being in a gallery, I don’t need to like someone’s work, but I definitely want 
development in the work. I like to see that a year ago this person was producing 
the work this was derived from. I like to see that the work changes. That’s the only 
way an artist moves on.  
 
In the case of some artists, I suppose there is a style that I would recognise and 
there is a development, and that development is necessary. An artist can change 
mediums, but there needs to be a commitment to producing work, and continuing 
development of the work, whether it be in the same series, or a different series 
altogether, or change of style.  
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There are artists that are glass blowers – six months down the track they’re 
starting to do crystal poured cast glasswork, that’s a development, and to me 
there’s such a huge difference. I’m thinking of one artist in particular. Nobody’s 
going to know who it is, but it’s fantastic work, and this has come about because 
of his own personal development. 

 
I’m looking at Nick Mount’s work in here [Sabbia Gallery]. I was thrilled when I 
opened the boxes. It’s obviously Nick’s work, and the only way I can say ‘it’s 
obviously Nick’s work’ is because of the assemblage process, because of the 
blowing, and the skill base – other than that, you’d be slightly confused. I’m talking 
about these new pieces, more so than the others. You’d be a little bit unsure of 
whose work it really was. That excites me too, the fact that someone can move so 
far off the line that they’ve been working on for a long time. 
 
A shift in the imagery? 
  
Well, that’s one way of me getting excited about work, I suppose, and that’s what 
excites our collectors. We deal with these collectors every day. The comment I 
get from them all the time is, “Have you got any new work from this artist?”  
 
Are there qualities that distinguish contemporary Australian glass?  
 
In contemporary Australian glass (that is say in the last five to ten years and what 
I envisage to be the next five years) there definitely is a square. You can fit a lot of 
artists inside this square, because of their techniques.  
 
Then you can also make quick reference to a few other artists quite quickly and 
they don’t fit into this description at all.  
 
I make this one-sentence comment to a lot of clients who want to know a little 
about Australian glass. Something identifiably Australian in contemporary glass is 
the artists create work, (whether it be casting, blowing, more often kiln forming 
over the last 5 years predominantly), and not content with just that process, they 
cut, engrave and cold work the surfaces.   
 
That is Australian glass to me. Not just going through the blowing, or casting (or 
what ever it be), but assessing the work, and as part of the design, part of the 
whole process of how they make their work, they come back and cold-work the 
surface, whether sandblasting, engraving, scratching the surface, cutting, 
whatever. 
 
Pushing the material? 
 
Changing it, yes. In some cases making it ‘not glass’, in some cases making it 
‘more glass’.  Using those techniques to further enhance the form. But definitely 
Australian glass to me is cold-worked surfaces.  
 
I can go on and on about Art/Craft/Design, but Jane Bruce made a comment, as 
we were trying to write an essay about an exhibition a few years ago. Everyone 
had their own way of wanting to be explained – “I’m an artist-ceramicist”, “I’m an 
artist in ceramics”, “I’m a potter”, “I’m a glass artist”. The way she explained this – 
she’s an ‘artist’. There was no other explanation. There’s no other way to further 
explain what she does. She chooses glass as her medium, that’s the only 
difference between her and a painter. It’s as simple as that. 
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This idea of being an artist is easily understood in other countries. Australians are 
way, way behind. 
 
In a case of a lot of ceramicists, metal artists, I still don’t think there’s the 
environment for those other mediums to have the opportunities of glass artists. 
With glass artists, they’re artists that have chosen glass – in some cases they 
choose mixed media, and why not push your medium as far as you can take it. 
 
Technical vocabulary? 
 
It was more of a “Is there anyone who’s going to be interested in my work?” 
Fifteen years ago when I started working with glass and glass artists, they were 
all doing production as their ‘bread & butter’ lines. It was pretty stock-standard.  
When they got a chance they produced some exhibition work and if they sold it 
great. Now it’s a completely different situation. A lot of artists have the opportunity 
to make more of that work, sell more of that work. They’ve got a lot of overseas 
opportunities. More of that work gets sold. More of that work gets known.   
 
The opportunities are much greater overseas than they are here, so the 
opportunities for the artist are better. The decision to produce production work, or 
just concentrate on artwork is much easier now and you can spend more time 
making that work, too.  
 
The eighties was mostly blowing – quick work, not easy to make, but you can be a 
lot more prolific in glassblowing than you can with casting, or whatever else. 
Someone like Nick Mount, who is a glass blower, still concentrates on the 
glassblowing technique, but he spends more time in the studio grinding, cutting, 
sandblasting. 
 
Imagine you’re a collector. You’ve taken a particular interest in someone’s work. 
Collectors these days spend a lot of time on the Internet, or through books, 
researching. The first thing they see is an image of someone’s work. They may 
never have heard of that artist before, or they may know the artist’s name. It’s 
something about that work, whether it be colour, or imagery, or title, they’ll take an 
interest in that work – that series of work – in that artist.  
 
They tend to do a lot of research. They source more work, and they end up 
looking at it – say a grouping twenty images – across the world – of ‘available 
work’, or ‘most recent pieces’.  They usually make a decision whether they want 
to continue, or wait for a new work. Having a signature style, whether it is casting 
in a particular way, or a colour palette, makes it easier for that work to be 
identified in groups and an assessment to be made about that artist’s work, from a 
‘collector’s’ point of view.  We use that in the commercial context. Say, we have 
ten ‘scent bottles’ from Nick Mount; the word ’scent bottle’ and ‘Nick Mount’ go 
hand in hand. 
 
It makes the making process a little bit easier. I’m not saying you make a piece, 
and you keep making that same piece. Signature style still means lots of things to 
me, whether it is subject matter, or technique. Often what identifies some artists in 
particular is their technique. With an artist like Giles Bettison, his technique is 
almost first and foremost. That identifies him. His technique is his signature. He 
has a particular colour palette; he has a particular scale. He sometimes moves 
away from that, and moves into other areas, moves into other mediums as well, 
but again, it’s all related. It all comes back to his technique, and people know 
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Giles’ work for that technique. It’s something he has developed. He’s made it his 
own. 
 
We’ve had comments from collectors who are perhaps quite familiar with one 
person. Say they’re familiar with the work of Jessica Loughlin. Anyone that works 
on the wall in a minimal way, in glass, is then related back to Jessica, because 
she was one of the first to start working on the wall in this particular technique.  
 
There are other artists that do work on the wall, that kiln form their work, that use 
a minimal colour palate, like blacks and whites, creams. It’s quite detrimental. 
They’re actually compared to Jessica in quite a negative way. 
 
I’ve had experiences (more in Quadrivium days) where we have a close 
relationship with an artist, and we have another artist who produced a few pieces 
in very similar form, shape. I may not see it straight out, but a comments made, 
and all of a sudden there’s a conflict of interest there. Everyone’s influenced by 
everything around them. 
 
It makes it easier for an artist if they are easily identified, in a positive way, to a 
style. It makes it much easier for people to relate to that work. It doesn’t need to 
be explained to them, as it would have been in their initial days. It makes it easier 
for the viewer to understand the work, relate to the work. 
 
It’s a step-by-step process. The more opportunity you have for people viewing the 
work, the more possibility there is they acquire the work. Once that process 
occurs, there’s more people that have that work, whether it be public collections, 
private collections and more people see that work, more people recognise the 
work, more people want the work. There’s a market developed for the work. If 
artists don’t have that opportunity to exhibit their work, then there’s not the 
opportunity to acquire that work, and there’s not the opportunity to develop an 
artistic career in any sense of the word. People won’t know who you are. They 
won’t recognise the name. They won’t recognise the work.  
 
A lot of clients, collectors come through here and they’ll explain work to me what 
they’ve seen. They don’t know the artist. They’ll explain the work to me. It usually 
takes two sentences of a description and I’ll know whom they’re talking about. 
Sometimes those lines get a bit blurred and I have the wrong person because 
there is a slight overlap. 
  
Richard Whiteley has made a shift in the last two years, but I still recognise his 
work. His current body of work is quite different to his elliptical forms. The pieces 
are still quite transparent, but he started working with much more circular forms, 
leaving the surfaces a little bit more matte, or satin. He was using diamond 
polishing and he was using it for a lot more grinding. 
 
That’s made quite a big difference to the way you look into the glass. The 
technique hasn’t changed. It’s predominantly about looking through the glass; 
through angles; through the way light’s diffused. That’s changed completely. It’s 
about something altogether different. So the subject matter has changed, and 
that’s quite obvious – just by looking at his work. It’s no longer giving that sense of 
lens, of looking through.  
 
His work is about something very different now. He’s going through an 
experimentation process. I really like the new steps. 
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Now his work’s got a lot more to do with an individual’s direct relationship with the 
forms. Some of his forms have almost human-like references to them as well. 
He’s starting to play his mode. He’s got a wall installation. It’s going off at a 
slightly different tangent, but it’s using the same techniques. Similar forms, similar 
colour palette – really beautiful work. It’s like measuring containers. 
 
I have a catalogue here – he has a show at the end of the year – beautiful series. 
There was a series on a big metal bench – quite beautiful. That piece has that 
quite strong, human look, human/form relationship… 
 
Formal elements? 
 
By upping the scale, he’s changed that a little bit. The repetition also brings out all 
the differences. Through that repetition, there are a lot of changes in that work – 
whether it is the interior colours start to become reduced… He’s still talking about 
the qualities of light and colour and all those things, but I do find there’s a lot more 
of a narrative going on. 
 
I don’t want to use that word ‘sculpture’, that doesn’t work at all – ‘more 
sculptural’. I don’t think you’d have said Richard’s elliptical pieces were 
necessarily ‘sculptural’. They did other things. Sculpture to me seems to imply 
larger scale, solid mass. There was an interaction with the viewer, but I think the 
viewer was quite secondary. 
 
When you look at Richard’s work, you can obviously tell that it’s Richard’s work, 
because of its precision. ‘Perfectionist’. You see the way he cleans his workshop, 
it explains what sort of man he is. His work obviously implies that as well. Yes, a 
perfectionist. 
 
As a negative term? 
 
No, not at all. I’ve never really seen his sketchbooks, but I get the impression 
there’s a lot of sketching done. You’d have to, when you think about it, making 
those moulds. You have to be precise, and you have to be really quite definite 
about the end result you’re looking for. Whereas some people keep it all up in 
their head, and once it’s down on paper it’s gone.  
 
Warren Langley? 
 
I find his installation work, his outside work – the fibre-optic work, the most 
exciting. And he’s also done some outside fibre and glass installations, ten years 
ago, fifteen years ago – wonderful work. It’s nice he still does have the opportunity 
to make that work. It’s great.   
 
When it comes to his sculptural objects, (he doesn’t make a lot), that’s obviously 
Warren’s work. There’s no question about it – the forms, his particular icons, 
particular shapes, patterns and images. It’s the way he uses them in his work 
(and he has used through his work over the last twenty years) that makes it his 
work. The way he applies it through the casting technique, through colour.  
 
We had a show at Quadrivium. It was wonderful. We had three huge, huge 
sculptures, probably the biggest I’ve seen in Australia. They’re about two and a 
half metres in height, wonderful work. Probably the best work I’ve ever seen him 
make. Then he started to downsize, smaller works. I think he thought it would be 
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more commercial, but it was that larger work that really excited me.  That had a lot 
to do with his relationship with Ozone. He could make that larger work.  
 
Richard and Warren both work large. Is there is a difference in the way they 
approach the material? 
 
A huge difference, Warren is as much of a thinker as Richard. I wouldn’t say he’s 
more relaxed in the way he approaches it, but he’s definitely not as much of a 
perfectionist.  The work still has to be good. He has still to finish the work off. He’s 
not happy for the work to go out unresolved.  He gets in there and starts playing 
with the form. I’m not sure he’s such a planner.  
 
Warren is one of the pioneers of glass, along with Nick Mount. In that context, I 
look at his work over that period of time and the work hasn’t necessarily changed. 
It’s not necessarily a bad thing and that’s what makes his work identifiably his 
work.  
 
Very well planned to be able to have so much happening in your work. He’s 
happy for things to happen in the making process. Whereas Richard would cut 
things away if they didn’t work out properly, or there is a bubble in the wrong 
place. He’d just grind it out.  
 
With Warren, it’s very much forming in his hands? 
 
More like a clay sculptor, someone who works with clay. He treats it a lot more 
that way. Body action – the sleeves rolled right up, his arms would be right in 
there. 
 
He worked closely with his brother, Michael. Michael was more controlled, the 
conservative type. They worked together on a lot of commissions which had 
Warren’s name attached to them. When you see those works, they’re a lot tighter.  
Michael and Warren worked together directly on those pieces. They have to fit 
within the particular constraints the architect, or designer set. 
 
A lot of Warren’s work you see in public spaces is commission work. So the 
pieces that he makes outside those situations; for exhibitions, are much more 
personal pieces. When you look at the work, it’s to do with how he runs his own 
life. He’s more laid-back. He has the house in France where he takes the family. 
He wants his son to eat every sort of food he can by the time he’s twenty. He 
wants to have a happy life. He doesn’t want constraints. He had that with Ozone. 
Once that was off his back, all of a sudden he’s a lot freer. He’s had hints of that 
right through his artistic career.  
 
Jessica Loughlin? 
 
She is very talented person, really hard-working. I remember she won the 
Ranamok prize in ’97 and she was a deserving winner. She was only a year out of 
Uni. She had work with Quadrivium.  
 
She had a signature in her colour palette, that line is hers and cold working. She’s 
really someone that I think, in the younger generation, led the way in the cold 
working.  Her and Mel Douglas are on a par in that respect. Mel’s work wouldn’t 
be anything without the engraving. It’s all about the engraving. In Jessica work 
(the wall pieces not so much) she always comes back and cold works. She 
spends a lot of time in the sand blasting booth cold working. Her works have 
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always had a two-dimensional element. They’re always going to get up onto the 
wall.  She started off with platters, the long forms.  
 
I placed two pieces (her boat form) in a home recently. They’ve owned the pieces 
for ten years, but they’ve never had them out. It made sense that they are up. So 
they’re up now. They’re suspended within a cavity and they’re beautiful – because 
they have text. The text implies two-dimensionality. Because there’s always been 
so much going on in Jessica’s work, (the text, the cold working, distinction of line, 
the distinction of dark and light), she had to stick to a minimal colour palette. It 
was always important for her to do that.  Now the text is taken out (I think she’s 
planning to bring some more of it back) the minimal nature is there. She’s ‘on the 
wall’.  
 
Very contemplative, you want to sit, stop and watch it, look at it for a while. Some 
work you can look at quickly. Her work demands time. I don’t think so much with 
the wall pieces, that’s not a negative thing, but most of her work demands time. 
You want to look at every element of the work. There’s a lot going on. 
 
The cold working that’s central to her work, that’s the comment I made about the 
cold working in the Australian style. The wall pieces are still beautiful, but I find I 
can look at three together as a group and not necessarily have to concentrate on 
one in particular. With her previous work, each piece demanded time and 
attention, and in a lot of instances you don’t need to know the title of the work. In 
her case you search for the title.  
 
Whether it is on a label, or in the work. When I make that comparison with Warren 
and Richard, Warren is probably the other extreme altogether. There are 
elements in there that are identifiable, you don’t need to search, you identify, and 
you look at. You don’t need to spend that much time concentrating on the big 
picture. Richard is somewhere in the middle.  
 
Deb Cocks? 
 
I know, but I haven’t had a lot of experience with Deb Cocks’ work – painted glass 
platter forms. The imagery is identifiable, the way she draws her images, that 
really heavy dark line-work, is very identifiably hers. I see her as a painter and 
that’s the reason she presents her work on predominantly platter forms. 
Obviously, the main difference between her and someone who works on canvas 
is she wants to be able to see through her colour. She wants to use the glass – 
the light through the imagery. That’s integral to her work.  
 
She uses bright colours. She chooses that dark line. I’m thinking of stained glass. 
I know more about stained glass than reverse painting. 
 
I’m quite familiar with Maureen Williams’ technique, for example, and it’s a 
different technique altogether. She uses it completely differently. Because she 
has it wrapped around a round form it’s usually a solid colour behind. 
 
Out of the four, without knowing Deb Cocks, or her work, she’s probably the most 
identifiable in that group, as a signature style – because for a long time she’s 
been using the same imagery, the same technique (I’m not saying this is a bad 
thing) in completely different works.  
 
Abridged comments on elements of landscape in Australian glass follow. 
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We had quite a few collectors from Europe. They tend to be interested in the very 
minimal work and some of them just have collections based on black, white. With 
US collectors a lot of them are more interested in colour and interested in 
Australia because they expect that is what they are going to get from our artists. 
 
American collectors expect Australian glass to be colourful? 
 
Probably, or did. They are obviously a very educated audience so they do see 
beyond that.  
 
The current body of work identified as Australian: 
 
Richard’s elliptical forms yes, because it has to do with light, and light in Australia 
is so different to light anywhere else in the world, especially Europe. More so his 
previous work, that was more indicatively Australian because of the way it played 
with light. You wouldn’t use muted blues and greys and greens if you were in 
London. You wouldn’t get anything happening whereas in Australia they become 
vibrant, wonderful colours and forms. Light plays with the lenses. 
 
Warren definitely because of his colour pallet, it’s vibrant and that is something 
you get anywhere else. Other artists will use vibrant colour pallets, but not the 
way Warren does. The really stark bright cobalt blue with sunshine daffodil yellow, 
but it’s not overwhelming. 
 
Ten years ago people would come here from overseas and look for Keith Rowe 
and Chris Pantano – that sort of colour pallet and imagery – the Australian 
landscape whatever it may be. They wanted something to look like the Bungle 
Bungles or the surf, in the education process they have seen that work exhibited 
in their own country, they see it here. That Australian-ness as such is not as 
evident anymore. The technique is now predominant. 
 
You can still purchase work that deals with Australian flora, fauna, colours, 
imagery, but the artists that are making the most ground are the artists who are 
(not deliberately) moving away from it as part of a development process. 
 
Nick Mount concentrated himself in Australia for a long period of time, with 
occasionally group show opportunities overseas. He has only just started to 
exhibit in America in the last three, four years. That move has changed the way 
he makes his work. The way he thinks about his work. Opportunities for our artists 
are changing the way they are working. 
 
The opportunities here are limited and probably will be for a while, but because 
they are getting more opportunities overseas, they are getting different reactions 
to their work. They are starting to perceive their work in a different way. They are 
not as influenced by their Australian contemporaries, they are influenced by 
international contemporaries. The Australian flavour is going to be different. It is 
going to change, but not their roots; their education process through the schools; 
their lecturers; their experiences here. 
 
What Steven Proctor taught was a way to perceive and to market. Although 
education was important, it was about internationalism, about interaction with 
international contemporaries. That was first and foremost to him. That’s made a 
big difference. 
  
 


